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The Psychology of Winning. Ten Qualities of a Total Winner. by Denis Waitley. Denis Waitley's been rockin' the self-development world for several decades now and captures a lot of his wisdom in this popular book. In the Note, we'll explore the importance of taking responsibility for our attitude (echo!), staying on target, maintaining optimism and enthusiasm, concentrating all of our energy on whatever we're doing, and taking the time to plan our ideal lives. Get the Notes! MEMBERS. And The Psychology of Winning Summary is his best-known and most-loved book. Denis Waitley, in The Psychology of Winning, extracts the ten most important features of this kind and explains how you can obtain them too, in a neat, comprehensible manner. And we are here to summarize them in an even neater and more readable way. But, first off. Who Should Read The Psychology of Winning? And Why? As is the case with many other books on our website practically everybody! The Psychology of Winning is a ten-step road to success and a ten-stage program to becoming a winner. In other words, it's exactly what you need if you're feeling like you're a little behind in th In fact, The Psychology Of Winning (POW), was named in honor of these brave and resilient US veterans and their stories of uncommon valor and ingenuity is certain to inspire you to reach deep down inside and thrive…even when times are tough. Join us for this Masterclass and discover how to cut and polish the diamond-like potential inside of you until it gleams so you can provide the brilliance your company or business needs to exceed its potential and win big. About denis waitely. Denis Waitely is perhaps the greatest coach America has ever produced. Not only has he trained Apollo astronauts